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Welcome to the June issue of the
‘Cactus and Succulent Review’.
When is a Mammillaria not a
Mammillaria? When it’s a
Cochemiea of course!
A new DNA study has resulted in
the genus Cochemiea, previously
subsumed into Mammillaria, being
reinstated and a number of
Mammillaria species being
transferred to it. As of a few weeks
ago I had never knowingly grown a
Cochemiea. I now find I have five
of them.

Based on DNA it appears that my
little group of sulcorebutias are now
weingartias and my solitary Aloe is
now a Gonialoe. My notocacti were
parodias for a while of course, but
I now discover that, according to
Lodé at least, I have three
Eriocephala, one Acanthocephala,

Read more detail in Graham Evans’
article on page 11, which includes
a list of the new Cochemiea
species.
DNA is undoubtedly changing our
collections without a single plant
being moved.
Like many other cactus enthusiasts
I bought a copy of Joël Lodé’s
‘Taxonomy of the Cactaceae’
hoping that everything would be
made clear, and discovered that
DNA is indeed a weighty subject.

Eriocephala magnifica, looking
magnificent in Kew Gardens, and
obviously not caring what it’s
called. (Photo Emöke Dénes
CC BY-SA 4.0)

three Wigginsia and the rest
are...guess what...back in
Notocactus!
Meanwhile Parodia has shrunk to
eight species and I find I am
growing a bunch of Bolivicactus.
As far as cacti are concerned these
comments are based on the
‘Taxonomy of the Cactaceae’ and I
do not know if all these findings are
universally accepted. No doubt
there will be more studies and
more changes in the future. Who
knows, by this time next year I
could be growing a completely
different set of plants.
But after all what’s in a name? The
plants themselves remain the same
and they certainly don’t care what
we choose to call them. While I
agree that the results of DNA
studies are of interest in helping us
to learn more about our plants, I
doubt very much whether, in the
wider world of taxonomy, it really
matters what I call my little
collection.
Sheila Cude
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via Zoom) that some Parodia
species, in particular P. maassii,
have flowers which smell of iodine.
John Arnold writes further:

Flowers with an
unusual scent
In the ‘Cactus and Succulent
Review’, Issue 27, December 2020
Jenny Nunn wrote on scented
cactus flowers, a topic which is
very rarely covered.
Since then I have been on the lookout for further examples of scented
cactus flowers and was interested
to learn from John Arnold
(mentioned in a presentation given

Parodia maassii is particularly
interesting because the
iodine scent of its flowers
differs from the quite
frequent citrus/vanilla
scent common to many
cacti and very strong in
Discocactus. From my
experience, this could be a
diagnostic feature of this
species and its close
relatives, but is not of
course.
I have had many plants of
this species and plants like
P. subterranea which, to a
greater or lesser extent,

exude this scent, particularly as the
day becomes warmer. Presumably
it must have some evolutionary
advantage in attracting a particular
high-altitude pollinator, presumably
a bee species (or more than one).

A form of Parodia maassii flowering in
John’s collection, grown from seed collected
in Bolivia (Photo: John Arnold)

Aloe perryi – An attractive Socotran endemic
Aloe perryi is one of five species of
the genus found within the
archipelago, the others being
A. forbesii,
A. haggeherensis,
A. jawiyon and
A. squarrosa.

It is a particularly attractive species
with a vivacious red-yellow
inflorescence. It is now rightly
popular in cultivation, though in
truth nothing can surpass seeing
the plant in its natural habitat.
Text and photos: Frazer Henderson
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Hylotelephium
anacampseros
In the last issue of the
‘Cactus and Succulent
Review’ Jörg Ettelt (when
talking about the origin of
the name Anacampseros)
mentioned a plant that
was believed to have an
aphrodisiac effect in
antiquity.

The plant in question is
now Hylotelephium
anacampseros which
seems to have retained
its connection with
romance as its common
names, as listed by the
World of Succulents
website, include Herb of
Friendship and Love
Restorer.
Ray Stephenson sent me
this picture of the plant,
taken at Col de Tende, on
the French Italian border,
at a height of c.1860m.

Cultivation tips
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A new Epiphyllum hybrid

xEpiphyllum ‘Hellfire Again’
by Frank Süpplie
Résumé: Described is the new xEpiphyllum hybrid
‘Hellfire Again’ which is an exceptional looking
hybrid.
xEpiphyllum ‘Hellfire Again’ Süpplie hybr.nov.
Parentage: (‘Heureka’x‘Flore Pleno’) x (‘American
Sweetheart’x‘Hans Mitterer’)
Plant: Branches 20–100cm long and up to 4cm broad,
pendent growth. Branches stiff, flat and 3–4 angled,
sometimes the lateral parts are round and going into the
3–4 angled growth. Areoles are felted and have some
bristles. Stem segments dentated.

I

used for this cross two unnamed seedlings which I
thought would give the best results as parents. These
seedlings are still unnamed and will be used as mother
or father plants for new crosses. I really love the
outcome of this hybrid. The long outside flower petals
make this hybrid very distinct and recognisable in a
collection. Even when everything else is in bloom you
notice this hybrid with this huge flower.
Making new crosses is always a time consuming
matter: it took 15 years to make this cross; but it was
worth the time. ‘Hellfire Again’ is dark red, the exact
colour is even darker and more a blood red than the
red shown in the photograph. Red (and yellow)
Epiphyllum hybrids are always difficult to photograph.

Flowers: Up to 32cm in diameter, flowers including flower
tube, up to 18cm long. Flower form reflexed, multi-petalled.
Inner flower petals dominant red coloured with red mid
stripe, three rows of flower petals, about 48-50 flower
petals. Flower petals curved outside. Outer flower petals,
about 30, lanceolate in shape, up to 18cm long and up to
1cm broad. The colour is dark red. Filaments are 6cm long,
red coloured and placed in a cluster. The style is red, also
6cm long, and there are 18 stigma lobes which are cream
coloured and up to 1cm long. Flowers do not have a
fragrance.

I really love the long outside flower petals which I call
a waterfall of flower petals.
The hybrid is not difficult in culture. It does not like full
sun, as is the case with most of the Epiphyllum
hybrids. Keep it moist, not wet, during the growing
season from March–November; in the winter period
less moist than in the summer period, at a temperature
of 10–12°C. In the summer period fertilise after the
blooming season once a month with a 10–10–10
fertiliser.
People often ask me if I know of a good source for
hybrids. The answer is www.epiphyllum.online which
also delivers to the UK. n
Photo: Frank Süpplie
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Aloes
and birds
by Len Newton

O

ne of the delights of growing aloes in
the open garden in Africa is that they
attract colourful birds seeking nectar. I
photographed the examples illustrated here
in my garden in Nairobi.
With a few exceptions, Aloe flowers are
ornithophilous, i.e. they are pollinated by
birds, and the birds concerned are mostly
nectar-feeding sunbirds. Some weaver
birds are also seen visiting Aloe flowers.
Bees have been seen to visit Aloe flowers
but they are not regarded as important for
their pollination, though it has been shown
that one South African species, Aloe
inconspicua, is exclusively pollinated by
bees (Hargreaves et al., 2008). There are
even reports of some small mammals
visiting Aloe flowers in South Africa
(Payne et al., 2016).
An Aloe flower opens on two successive
days and it is protandrous, i.e. the anthers

mature before the stigma becomes
receptive (Newton, 1980). On the first day
the anthers are exserted from the perianth
and they split open to release pollen, while
the stigma is still within the perianth tube.
On the second day the anthers are
withdrawn into the flower and the stigma
is exserted.
The nectaries are at the base of the tubular
flowers, and nectar is produced on both
days of flowering. Birds land on the
inflorescence and while they extend their
tongues into a flower on its first day of
opening their feathered heads come into
contact with the anthers, thus being dusted
with some pollen. When they visit a flower
on its second day their heads bump
against the stigma, and if they are carrying
pollen the flower is pollinated.
This mode of pollination is different from
that seen in the New World, where agaves

Above:
Bronze Sunbird
(Nectarinia
kilimensis) on
Aloe ukambensis

See also the front
cover which
shows the
Variable Sunbird
(Cinnyris venustus)
on Aloe clarkei

Aloes and birds continued
and some cacti are pollinated by humming
birds. There the birds do not land, but
hover in front of the flower, with their wings
beating so rapidly they produce a humming
sound — hence the name. In Mexico I once
photographed a humming bird visiting
Agave flowers, using a shutter speed of
one thousandth of a second, and in the
photo the wings still appeared as a blur.
Unlike bees, which generally stick to one
species of plant on each foraging trip,
sunbirds will fly from one Aloe species to
another. In their natural habitat, where there
are many plants of the same species in
flower at a locality, the birds are most likely
to keep to one species, though wild
hybrids do sometimes occur (Reynolds,
1950; Carter, 1994; Newton, 1995). In a
garden, where there might be only one
plant of each species, the activity of the
birds will result in the production of hybrid
seeds. For this reason I removed the fruits
forming on my Aloe plants, as I had no idea
what the pollen parent might have been.
Occasionally I would miss one, especially
when I had been travelling, and seedlings
Young (chest colour not yet developed) Scarletchested Sunbird (Chalcomitra senegalensis) on
Aloe lateritia var. graminicola

Baglafecht Weaver (Ploceus baglafecht) on Aloe aageodonta

Aloes and birds continued
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Left: Spontaneous
garden hybrid, Aloe
‘KU Flame’
Inset above:
Aloe ‘KU Flame’
flowers.

appeared unexpectedly in the garden. One
such rogue plant was so attractive when it
flowered that I gave it a cultivar name: Aloe
‘KU Flame’ (Newton, 2015). It appears to
be a hybrid between A. lateritia var.
graminicola and a yellow-flowered species,
of which I had a few in the garden. With
hybrid vigour it suckered freely, and I
planted some suckers in a garden outside
the main administration block of Kenyatta
University (‘KU’), where I was employed. n
Photos: Len Newton

Acknowledgement
I am grateful to Brian Williams for
identifying the birds in my photos.
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Will no one rid me of this
troublesome weed?
by Tony Clifford

Oxalis corniculata

F

orget the insects and other pests –
mealy bug, red spider mite, slugs, etc.
The greatest pest I have had in recent
years is a species of Oxalis that seems to
grow in profusion in any pot it can reach.

The main way it spreads is by seed, which
is ejected forcibly from the ripe seed pods
and can end up anywhere, in any
neighbouring pot, regardless of the genus
of the recipient.

It is probably Oxalis corniculata, commonly
known as Creeping Wood Sorrel. O. repens
is another very similar looking species.
O. corniculata has a creeping habit and
small yellow flowers followed by upright
seed capsules. A purple-leaved colour
variant is also quite common.

I have noticed that this weed seems to like
the company of the common wild flower
Herb Robert (Geranium robertianum), used
in the Middle Ages for stopping the flow of
blood from a wound. I hope that Robert,
Duke of Normandy, famous for his medical
work, is happy that this plant, named in his
honour, helps to drive me nuts!

I have no idea where it came from
originally, but it shows up everywhere.
Some control can be gained by twisting off
the leaves and flowers at soil level, but it
soon regenerates. The problem is that this
Oxalis develops a taproot and the only
successful means of eradication from a
particular host pot is to repot the plant it
contains and remove all of the weed and its
root system.

Unfortunately, Oxalis corniculata, which can
also be problematic in lawns, has shown
strong resistance to the full range of
selective lawn weedkillers. So if it appears
in one of your pots, get rid of it as soon as
possible, or you may live to regret it!
However, total defeatists may decide to
give up the struggle and, because it makes
a pretty plant, let it romp away. n
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Cochemiea pondii

The genus Cochemiea
A brief overview by Graham Evans of an old genus recently given new standing

Cochemiea has generally either been considered as a
subgenus of Mammillaria or as a small separate genus
consisting of around five taxa, but that is challenged
following DNA analyses by Peter Breslin, Martin
Wojciechowski and Lucas Majure, the results of which
were published in ‘Taxon’ earlier this year.
Their aim was to investigate the long-doubted monophyly
of Mammillaria, concentrating mainly on the species from
Baja California and Mexico.

The genus Cochemiea continued
The conclusion they reached was that the
genus as recognised by David Hunt and
the ‘New Cactus Lexicon’ is polyphyletic
(descended from more than one source)
but can be made monophyletic (descended
from a single source) by excluding and
expanding the genus Cochemiea.
Cochemiea began its existence in 1897
when it was erected by Katharine
Brandegee as a subgenus of Mammillaria,
and was made a genus in its own right by
Frederick Walton two years later.
The type species Cochemiea halei was,
oddly enough, the only member with
straight spines, the other four having
pronounced hooked spines that can make
them difficult to handle. All species,
however, shared the feature of bright red,
long-tubed hummingbird-pollinated flowers
with narrow recurved petals.
C. halei has tall, thin stems and forms large
clumps. The spines are stiff, straight and
yellowish brown in colour with red tips but
tend to fade to greyish in age. It is
undoubtedly a handsome species but very
reluctant to flower in the UK. A sizeable
clump in the author’s collection for 20
years has steadfastly refused to bud
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despite being grown in full sun alongside
its relatives.
Three of the remaining four species are
very closely related and indeed are often
considered a single species with two
subspecies. C. pondii forms untidy clumps
and has sharp, sometimes slightly
contorted hooked central spines of a pale

The conclusion they reached was that the genus as
recognised by David Hunt and the ‘New Cactus
Lexicon’ is polyphyletic (descended from more than
one source) but can be made monophyletic
(descended from a single source) by excluding and
expanding the genus Cochemiea.
brown colour. The radial spines are
normally lighter. It seems to flower fairly
readily in cultivation.
C. maritima is a tidier plant with shorter
stems, often bluish green, that forms
impressive clumps in time and with regular
potting on. The hooked central spines are
an attractive pale reddish brown with
darker tips. The bright red flowers are

Cochemiea maritima

The original
concept of
Cochemiea
restricted the
genus to species
with bright red,
hummingbirdpollinated flowers.
Pictured on the
previous page
Cochemiea pondii
Left: Cochemiea
maritima
On the following
page: the
handsome
Cochemiea
setispina
These three taxa
are all closely
related, and
C. maritima and
C. setispina might
be considered
subspecies of
C. pondii.

The genus Cochemiea continued
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Cochemiea setispina

produced in some abundance around the
crowns, often twice a year, in early spring
and late summer. In the author’s
experience plants flower best as small
clumps and become less floriferous as the
number of heads increases, until a more or
less steady state is reached, when
flowering picks up again. Mammillaria
bombycina displays similar behaviour.
The species that does best on the show
bench is undoubtedly C. setispina and
magnificent large specimens are
occasionally seen which, in top condition,
are the result of patience, care and good
growing.
A splendid plant with pale green stems and
a multitude of concolourous white spines,
against which the red flowers appear
especially eye catching, it makes a great
addition to any collection. It requires similar
cultivation to the other species, i.e. full
sunshine, a porous mix and a shallow pot
but is perhaps more prone than the others
to losing its roots.

Special care is advised when repotting too,
for the hooked spines are extremely sharp
and attach themselves eagerly to human
flesh (never mind textiles) and are
disinclined to let go. This display of interorganism affection will almost certainly
result in some personal pain but there is
also a risk of damage to the plant, as the
spines detach easily. More than once I
have, at first glance, expected to award a
high place card to a decent sized
C. setispina when judging a show only for
closer inspection to reveal missing spines
and areoles.
Conversely, the least attractive member is
probably the remaining outlier, C. poselgeri.
It is an ordinary green colour with strawcoloured spines and it grows rapidly and
untidily, often becoming semi-prostrate.
Some clones appear to scorch easily or
turn a dirty pink in sunshine but full sun is
essential for flowering and any hope of
reasonably compact growth, although there
is a dwarf form occasionally encountered
that is worth seeking out.

The genus Cochemiea continued
A sixth species, C. thomasii, was described
in 2020 but is not known to the author.
All these plants make good sized clumps
fairly quickly and generally grow well
without needing special treatment. They
are also tolerant of cool temperatures in
winter if kept dry.
Following their DNA work, Breslin et al
have expanded Cochemiea to include most
of the Mammillaria species of the
subgenus/series known either as Chilita or
Ancistracanthae, as well as those from
Phellosperma, which according to their
cladogram makes Mammillaria
monophyletic.
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The affected taxa, which are listed on the
following page, are frequently more
demanding in their requirements, mainly
having hooked central spines and relatively
large flowers, but these are campanulate to
funnelform and not pollinated by
hummingbirds.
There may also be other species to transfer
that do not grow in Baja California and
which were not included in the survey.
Will you be changing your labels? That's
entirely up to you! n
Photos: Graham Evans

Cochemiea has
now been
expanded to
include most of
the large-flowered
Mammillaria
species, including
C. blossfeldiana
shown below

The genus Cochemiea continued
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Species previously in Mammillaria
which Breslin et al include in
Cochemiea
Although some of the combinations had
already been made in Cochemiea by
Alexander Doweld 20 years ago, the
Breslin concept of Cochemiea includes,
in addition to the original members:
C. albicans,
C. angelensis,
C. armillata,
C. barbata,
C. blossfeldiana,
C. boolii,
C. bullardiana,
C. capensis,
C. cerralboa,
C. dioica,
C. estebanensis,

Above: Also now a member of Cochemiea: C. saboae subsp. goldii

C. fraileana,

And below: the challenging C. tetrancistra

C. goodridgii,
C. grahamii,
C. guelzowiana,
C. hutchisoniana,
C. insularis,
C. mainiae,
C. multidigitata,
C. palmeri, (formerly M. neopalmeri),
C. phitauiana,
C. saboae (plus subsp. goldii, and
haudeana)
C. schumannii,
C. sheldonii,
C. swinglei,
C. tetrancistra,
C. thornberi (plus subsp. yaquensis),
C. viridiflora,
C. wrightii (plus subsp. wilcoxii) and
C. yaquensis.
Additionally, Breslin et al propose to
include:
C. conoidea from Neolloydia and
C. macdougallii from Ortegocactus,
thus spelling the end of those two
genera.
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One of my favourite agaves –

Agave zebra
by Keith Flanagan

A

gave zebra was found by Howard Scott
Gentry in the early 1950s in Sonora,
Mexico but not described by him until
1972. He was the author of what was to be
the definitive book on agaves for many
years – ‘Agaves of Continental North
America’.
The inspiration of Howard Scott Gentry in
naming it ‘zebra’ was very fitting for a very

beautiful Agave, referring to the tonal
banding to the leaf surface of light and a
slightly darker powder blue appearance.
Although this may be absent in some
plants in cultivation, in habitat it is always
present, refer to the pictures in John
Pilbeam’s book ‘Gallery of Agaves’ on
page 243. These show that not all plants in
habitat are powder blue, there is a colour
tone difference. I think maybe we just do

Agave zebra
growing in Keith
and Kathy
Flanagan’s
greenhouse

Agave zebra continued

not get the quality of sunlight in this
country in order to create this appealing
feature of the banding.
Agave zebra reportedly comes from two
localities in north western Sonora, Sierra
del Viejo and Cerro Quituni, both
mountainous regions, where it grows in
beautiful isolation. Its only neighbour is
Agave pelona. The plants flower at different
times in the season so cross pollination is
unlikely to occur.
A. zebra can be considered a xerophytic
plant, growing on rocky outcrops of
decomposed limestone at around 900

The leaf edge, showing the formidable spines
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metres above sea level, getting the full rays
of the Sonoran sunshine.
A feature that adds to the attraction of this
beautiful Agave is the deep bud imprint to
the underside of the leaf, which really adds
to the appeal of the plant. In addition there
are very prominent high teats to the edge
of the leaf, which is formidably armed,
each teat bearing a swept back, deep
seated tooth, plus a 2inch terminal twisty
spine.
The attractive bud imprints

Agave zebra continued
Almost all of our agaves are grown in pots
or bowls outside on the paved part of the
patio from early May depending on the
outside temperature. Not in the case of
A. zebra as it likes the heat, the hotter the
better. It appears to be very heat tolerant
and likes as much good quality sunshine as
possible. These seem to be the two things
that A. zebra needs in order to show off
that beautiful powder blue-grey
appearance, which adds to the beauty of
the plant. Although some plants I have
seen in collections for some reason have
failed to develop this appearance, which
may be owing to lack of light.
A. zebra does better if grown in the
greenhouse, but try to ensure good air
movement near the plant to avoid sun
scorch, which can happen during the
hottest part of day. This can easily be
avoided just by putting a temporary paper
covering over it.
Just a note about cold hardiness however.
Apparently A. zebra can take low
temperatures approaching –3°C. It tends to
grow well into late summer even into late
September. At this point the roots are just
kept on the damp side in preparation for
the big sleep during winter. By early
November the soil around the root ball
should be relatively dry.
There are some agaves which, if they are
too wet during their winter rest period, can
suffer from a condition called anthracnose,
a fungal disease. Large thumbnail-sized
black blotches appear on the surface of the
leaves and annoyingly it can strike on the
upper leaves which can take two or three
seasons to grow out. There are a few
agaves that are very prone to this fungal
attack. A. victoriae-reginae seems to be
susceptible as does A. colorata.
I find the growth rate of A. zebra to be
quite slow. For all other agaves I tend to
start their wake-up call around the middle
of March, again depending on the
temperature, but A. zebra tends to be late
off the grid, as it were. I start watering it in
the middle of April as this is one agave that
needs a bit of caution. By keeping the
roots just on the damp side to avoid water

New leaves about to unfold
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Agave zebra continued

logging growth seems to get underway
around June time. Once new growth starts
to appear, which is when the leaves start to
unfold from the central cone, I introduce
some fertiliser into the watering regime,
normally at half strength. A balanced
fertiliser seems to do the trick.
The leaves on A. zebra generally have a
guttered look about them, rarely flattening
out. This could be a way of reducing
evaporation. Normally with agaves this
guttered appearance may be a sign of
extreme dehydration but with A. zebra this
is perfectly normal.
For some reason A. zebra is conspicuous
by its absence in general cultivation. I have
never seen it exhibited on the show bench.
I think this is because it would need a great
deal of care and protection to transport it
and maintain its condition without a great
deal of packaging and support. They are
not seen or offered for sale on the sales
table, which seems puzzling.
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Various publications all seem to make
reference to the fact that, more often than
not, A. zebra seems to stay solitary, rarely
producing offsets in habitat. In cultivation I
have found that it is only too willing to
produce offsets. In order to achieve a good
balanced single rosette, it may be a good
idea to remove some of the offsets where
possible, but this may be quite a task if the
pups have formed near to the neck of the
parent plant as often happens. It may be a
good idea to leave a few offsets on as
some agaves need to be able to feed from
their pups. With such a rare plant to have
in cultivation I hate the idea of wrestling
with a heavily armed agave as any damage
to the plant will take some time to grow
out. I have never found A. zebra to be a
fast grower even despite the pampering it
has during the growing period.
When it comes to soil types for agaves the
choice is pretty easy, as I make up my own
mix. It’s a real struggle to get a good
compost containing genuine loam, most

Agave zebra with
numerous offsets

Agave zebra continued
seem to contain more peat than anything
else; also the different batches seem to
vary considerably from one pallet to
another, often containing recycled material.
One of the best I have used has been
Petersfield John Innes, which contains a
good proportion of Lincolnshire loam and I
have used this for about eight years now
and have had good success with it.
Most agaves seem not to be too fussed as
to what they are grown in and if the
compost does seem to be a bit on the
peaty side it pays to increase the amount
of gravel/grit/pumice into the mix, say
60%/40% regular multipurpose compost.
The one thing I can recommend in the way
of grit is look out for a brand called
Bowland horticultural potting grit. It
contains a real heavy grade of Cornish grit
which gives the compost a real open
texture, whereas the finer grades of grit
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may contribute to a clogging action of the
compost. The more root sensitive agaves,
the true xerophytic types, get a good
helping of Seramis (molar clay) into the
mix. This seems to do the trick as long as
the soil is kept open and A. zebra seems to
do well in this kind of mix .
References have been made by some
authors to plants in cultivation in the
USA achieving three to four feet across.
This is usually reached just before
flowering, when it can boast a 26ft flower
spike.
This is unlikely to happen where the plant
is in a pot in your greenhouse. When plants
are bedded out, as often happens in the
USA, with a free root run, they tend to grow
much bigger and much more quickly, thus
attaining a greater size before the final act
of flowering. n
Photos: Keith Flanagan

The beautiful Agave zebra
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Maihueniopsis minuta

Some smaller opuntias
by John Betteley
When the CSR editor asked me to write an
article on smaller growing opuntias I
thought “where can I begin?” With over
300 different species of Opuntia, and most
outgrowing a 12cm pot in time, I chose to
eliminate all the genera with pads
(platyopuntias).
Many of the smaller headed forms of
Opuntia grow on both the American
continents and I have decided to list a few
species with smaller heads from each of
the genera.

Corynopuntia
Corynopuntia is a genus of 13 species
native to Mexico, New Mexico, Texas and
Baja California. The genus name is derived
from the club-shaped segments, which
vary in size from the largest, C. invicta, to
the smallest including C. bulbispina and
C. pulchella.
Recommended species
Corynopuntia bulbispina, C. aggeria and
C. clavata.

Corynopuntia bulbispina

Some smaller opuntias continued

Cumulopuntia
Cumulopuntia is found in Peru, Bolivia and
Argentina. The name derives from the
mound-forming nature of the clumps.
There are presently nine recognised
species of Cumulopuntia with several subspecies.
Most common is the ubiquitous
C. boliviana while the most recently
discovered (2011) is the attractively
flowered C. iturbicola where the flowers
can be yellow, orange or red.

Recommended species
Cumulopuntia corotilla, C. iturbicola,
C. sphaerica forms, C subterranea.

Cumulopuntia boliviana

Cumulopuntia iturbicola and (inset) the flower
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Cumulopuntia are similar to Maihueniopsis,
however Cumulopuntia has smooth seeds
and no pulp in the fruit, whereas
Maihueniopsis has pubescent seeds
enclosed in a fruit containing pulp. Fruit on
plants in either genus is rare in the UK but
a morphologically visible difference lies in
the distribution of the areoles on the joints.
These are denser towards the apex in
Cumulopuntia but evenly distributed in
Maihueniopsis.

Maihueniopsis
Maihueniopsis is a genus of eight species
found mainly in Bolivia and Argentina. It is
named for its likeness to Maihuenia,
although I find little similarity with the latter.
All species are fairly common in cultivation
and all are hardy down to minus 10°C or
lower, unlike the similar Cumulopuntia
which needs a frost-free environment.

Recommended species
Maihueniopsis clavariodes,
M. archiconoidea, M. darwinii,
M. mandragora, M. minuta, M. molfinoi
(ex hypogaea)

Maihueniopsis molfinoi

Maihueniopsis mandragora

Some smaller opuntias continued
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Pterocactus
Pterocactus is currently a genus of ten
species native to Argentina, including the
recently described P. neuquensis (2016).
The genus is named for the winged seed
(ptero). All species have tuberous roots and
an apical flower. The joints vary from
globose through to cylindrical; in some
species the joints are superposed, whereas
others arise in clusters from the top of the
tuber.

Recommended species
Pterocactus araucanus (slow),
P. australis, P. hickenii, P. reticulatus.
Tephrocactus
Tephrocactus is probably the most popular
genus among Opuntia enthusiasts with
around 10 species. The genus is found
mainly in Argentina, but also in Bolivia
and Peru.
Favourites among growers of this genus
are T. alexanderi and its higher altitude
form T. geometricus. Others worth seeking
out are T. aoracanthus, T. bonnieae and
T. recurvatus.

Recommended species
Tephrocactus aoracanthus, T. articulatus
(papyracantha form), T. alexanderi,
T. geometricus, T. bonnieae, T. recurvatus.

Pterocactus fischeri

Tephrocactus bonnieae

Some smaller opuntias continued
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Tephrocactus
recurvatus

Tephrocactus articulatus

Tephrocactus geometricus (attractive black-spined form)
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Tunilla erectoclada

Tunilla
Tunilla is probably the most misunderstood
genus of small opuntias and identification
of individual species has long been a
problem.
The genus includes five species, all quite
variable. They grow in Argentina, Bolivia,
Chile and Peru. All species are hardy and
will survive in a dry soil down to minus 8°C.

Recommended species
Tunilla corrugata, T. erectoclada.
Cultivation
Cultivation presents few problems for all
genera, although some of the tephrocacti
are prone to fungal black marks, which can
be cut back to clean tissue. My compost
for all opuntias is 50% John Innes No 2
and 50% potting grit.
I feed throughout the growing season with
a half-strength balanced fertiliser. n
Photos: John Betteley

Tephrocactus Study Group
My longstanding interest in all opuntias
dates back to 1963 when I chose to
focus on a tribe of plants neglected by
so many growers. I am the present
Secretary of the Tephrocactus Study
Group, a role I took over from the late
René Geissler in 1990.
The TSG is no longer a subscriptionbased society, but a Facebook page
dedicated to all opuntias with over 4,800
members. Many of them are international
contributors who have been to various
habitats. More details TSG on Facebook
Literature
Pilbeam, J, Partridge M (2016) Small opuntias
Available from John Pilbeam
Sarnes N, Sarnes E (2012) Cactus of Patagonia
(German and English text). Available from
Kakteen-Haage
Kiessling, M Tephrocactus and other prickly
pears. Available to download from cactuspro
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Fig. 1
Three nice Uebelmannia gummifera
in flower

Uebelmannias
in habitat
by Rick Gillman

H

ere in the UK when someone mentions Brazil most of us have
(until recently) thought “aah, nuts”. But there is a subset who
would think “cacti”. These are the Uebelmannia maniacs. Apart
from uebelmannias, there are many other genera of cacti endemic
to Brazil, most of them being poorly known to most of us in the
UK, with the exception perhaps of Discocactus and Melocactus.
But they all have one thing in common – they are a bit weird, even
for cacti.
In this article I will take you with me on a trip to Brazil and
specifically to the habitats of uebelmannias.

Uebelmannias in habitat continued
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Fig. 2

Pilosocereus aurisetus
subsp. densiareolatus
about to flower

Brazil is huge, being the fifth largest
country in the world, only slightly smaller
than China and about 35 times the size of
the UK.
Major population centres can be a whole
day’s drive apart and so can cactus
habitats. If you want to see cacti in habitat
there it is therefore very important to have
patience and a guide.
In June 2008 I was lucky to join a threeweek field trip led by Marlon Machado,
Graham Charles and others. It was
probably the best field trip that I have ever
been on.
Uebelmannia habitats can be seen, if you
know where to look, in the state of Minas
Gerais, but that is all I will say on that
subject for reasons that will emerge.
We first encountered Uebelmannia
gummifera (Fig. 1) growing in sandy soil
with other cacti, including Pilosocereus
aureisetus subsp. densiareolatus (Fig. 2),
and vellozias (Fig. 5). Many of the mature
plants had peculiar three-way growing
points at their stem-tops (Fig. 3). Quite how
these developed, or why, remains a
mystery to me. Some of the plants were
displaying their beautiful flowers.

Uebelmannias in habitat continued
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4

The shape of this peculiar flowering area was quite common in mature
plants

A seedling gently and temporarily uncovered
for a photo

It was also possible to find seedlings,
growing fully or partly covered in sand,
around the base of some of the mature
plants (Fig. 4). Evidently, seeds fall down
between the ribs of the mother plant and

become buried under the surface sand,
which is partly translucent. There they find
protection from the sun and, with luck,
some moisture to enable them to
germinate.

Vellozias hiding
Uebelmannia
gummifera
(bottom left)
Fig. 5

Uebelmannias in habitat continued
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Fig. 6
Uebelmannia flavispina

The following day we found Uebelmannia
flavispina, with its green body and long
spines (Fig. 6). At this site there were only
about 40 mature plants and around 15
established seedlings. It is understood that
the landowner sells the plants at a local
store. However more plants probably grow
in nearby hills. A couple of days later in the
trip we stopped at another site for
U. flavispina, but it too had been depleted
by collection.
The next day we went to see what is
probably the most well-known species,
Uebelmannia pectinifera (subsp.
pectinifera), but even this is rare in
collections and habitat. Like many Brazilian
cacti it thrives in a warm and mostly dry
environment and is difficult to grow in a
greenhouse in wet and/or cold countries.
In cultivation the plants generally have a
beautiful purplish body. It is even more
beautiful in habitat than in captivity. Our
group of trippers were led to a hill where
these plants were thought to have been
plentiful. The habitat had clearly been
raided. Most of the remaining plants were
either too ugly, or too difficult to dig up (or
growing in rock!) (Fig. 7), but some still had
their amazing purple/silver epidermis on
display (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7
Uebelmannia pectinifera subsp. pectinifera – a silver/white beauty
growing in rock

Uebelmannias in habitat continued

Fig. 8
An adult plant, mostly silver coloured but showing purple for the new growth

Fig. 9
Wonderful spination
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Uebelmannias in habitat continued
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The spination was incredible on some
plants (Fig. 9). There is of course hope
that the colony will regenerate, although
this could take decades. A small number
of us hiked to another hill which should
have had many plants, but again it had
been raided. Only about 30 plants in
total remained. A sad day for us all.
We also found Uebelmannia pectinifera
var. multicostata (Fig. 10), in a different
locality, growing on rocks and in pure
white sand. Here it was in much better
shape than most of the remaining plants
of subsp. pectinifera.
Brazil is a many-faceted country and if
you have the chance, and can visit
safely, I would recommend it. I was most
impressed by the electricity network
which, it is said, extends to every
inhabited part of the country, an amazing
feat. There are also plenty of ‘tourist
attractions’ to see, for example
Diamantina (Fig. 11), a World Heritage
Site, with its amethysts and other gems.
But please leave the cacti where they
are. n

Fig. 10
A very spiny Uebelmannia pectinifera var. mutlicostata

Photos: Rick Gillman

Fig. 11
A view of Diamantina
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Haworthia groenewaldii Ingo Breuer
by Alan Rollason

Haworthia groenewaldii is a really beautiful, relatively new,
Haworthia to add to our collections and expand our
knowledge of the genus. Jannie Groenewald discovered
the plant on his parent’s farm situated near Swellendam,
east of Buffeljagsrivier, in the Western Cape of South
Africa.

Above: Haworthia
groenewaldii
illustrated by Alan
Rollason, taken
from a habitat
photograph
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Haworthia groenewaldii continued

The plant is characterised by its rounded
slightly bluish-grey coloured leaves. It has
attractive surface lines and, in some
specimens, displays beautiful white dots
between these lines. I would describe the
leaf surface as reptilian in appearance.
It appears to be a solitary plant that so far,
even in cultivation, has shown no sign of

offsetting. In habitat it is found under small
bushes and amongst tall grasses and is
always well shaded. H. groenewaldii is a
summer flowering species, with normal
Haworthia type flowers.
I was lucky enough to visit this population
a few years ago hence some of the habitat
pictures attached, which show a strong

A nice mature specimen at the locality east of Buffeljagsrivier

Original locality
east of
Buffeljagsrivier
showing many
plants and, if you
look closely, lots
of seedlings

Haworthia groenewaldii continued
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Another mature
specimen at the
locality east of
Buffeljagsrivier

population ranging from large mature
plants all the way down to lots of small
seedlings.

Buffeljagsrivier and is reported to be much
more variable in appearance than that of
the eastern population.

Quite recently a second population has
been found close to Bontebok Park west of

As with all new Haworthia discoveries there
is both discussion and disagreement as to

Almost lost in the
surrounding
ground having
pulled itself down
for protection

Haworthia groenewaldii continued

whether H. groenewaldii is truly a new
species. Bruce Bayer has said it is a form
of H. mutica and others think it is related to
H. mirabilis. My friend Jakub from the
Czech Republic notes that the nearest
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known population of a true and beautiful
but ‘normal’ H. mutica is at Dankbaar some
distance away from both populations of
H. groenewaldii.

A few of my plants photographed in March 2021, so a little green after winter

Two plants in
cultivation

Haworthia groenewaldii continued
Out of interest, it has been reported that
some natural hybrids between
H. groenewaldii and H. maraisii have been
identified in the population to the west of
Buffeljagsrivier. Imagine finding these
hybrids first without any other association,
we could possibly end up with another
name. All this adds to the fascination and
intrigue we get from trying to understand
the genus Haworthia.
Cultivation of H. groenewaldii is not difficult
although it seems to be somewhat slow
growing. For me it grows well in a fairly
bright position but not in direct sunlight.
I do not think you need to grow it in deep
shade, as has been suggested, as the plant
will become green and lose those nice
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bluish grey leaf colours. I say this
remembering that although the plant grows
in shade in habitat the sunlight is much
more intense than in the UK.
Propagation is best done from seed which
has now become a little more obtainable. I
would also imagine that leaf propagation is
possible but to date I have not had the
courage to take leaves from my treasured
plants. I am also aware that it has now
been tissue cultured in South Africa and is
available from a number of sources around
the world. Keep your eyes open as
H. groenewaldii is a great addition to any
collection. n
Photos: Alan Rollason

Close up of a
really nice plant in
cultivation, again
coming out of
winter but looking
good
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Kalanchoe tomentosa
by Colin C Walker

Kalanchoe is a relatively large genus of Crassulaceae
with around 150 species widely distributed throughout
southern and tropical east Africa, Arabia and southeast Asia. Madagascar, however, is a centre of diversity
with around 60 endemic species, including most of the
choice species of particular interest to growers
(Boiteau & Allorge-Boiteau, 1995).
Kalanchoe tomentosa is a very attractive species that
has become popular in cultivation. It is endemic to
mountainous regions of central Madagascar where it
grows on granite rocks (Smith et al., 2019).
The name ‘tomentosa’ is derived from the Latin
‘tomentosus’ meaning ‘hairy’, referring to the felt-like
covering of the whole plant. The hairs are generally
coarse, white to dark brown or reddish brown,
especially on the leaf edges and tips. It has a number
of common names including the ‘Panda Plant’. It is a
very variable species and several cultivars are
available.
My plant, now about 40cm tall, has been moderately
slow growing. The species is described as growing up
to 1m tall and branching modestly, so it can be
propagated from stem cuttings. Leaves will also root
and shoot but I have yet to try this method of
propagation.
My plant has yet to flower, but the flower spike is
described as being up to 80cm tall, bearing erect
flowers varying in colour from green, through yellowbrown to purple (Boiteau & Allorge-Boiteau, 1995). n
Photo: Colin C Walker
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Not just for flowers
by Ralph Martin

T

oo often rebutias are dismissed as beginners’
plants; indeed my first ever cactus was Rebutia
minuscula, acquired while I was in primary school. If
someone grudgingly admits to having a few rebutias,
they usually try to explain it away as “I only grow them
for the flowers”. They don’t seem to be loved like other
genera such as Mammillaria or Echinocereus, which
have their own dedicated interest groups and societies.

Even most professional botanists don’t seem to give
them much time, reducing them to just a few species.
DNA work a few years ago showed that a more careful
look was merited however, and that the ‘true’ rebutias
like Rebutia minuscula are only distantly related to the
aylosteras. The latter are my focus today.
Aylosteras can be further subdivided into the Aylostera
subgenus which often look rather like the
true rebutias, and the Mediolobivia
subgenus (the difference depending on
technical details of the flowers). In amongst
the mediolobivias are a group of plants,
which are usually thought of as being the
size and shape of a delicate small finger; the
lumpers would tell you they are all Aylostera
pygmaea. I prefer to go along with the
botanists Mosti and Papini, who considered
them to be a group of separate species, and

Aylostera colorea WR660 and RH294b
Aylostera colorea has distinctive carmine
coloured flowers, and also quite orange
spines and areoles. Aylostera colorea
WR660, shown above, is the form typically
seen but Aylostera colorea RH294b, shown
left, has much stouter bodies, perhaps
nearly twice the width, and also a
tendency for the bodies to acquire a more
purplish tint.

Not just for flowers continued
I am sure that if these plants were bigger, most
growers would very happily accept and go along with
that. It’s only their small size and lack of popularity
which has led many people to not look at them too
closely.
Now, going back to my original points, they are easy to
grow, and also very floriferous. Not only that, but the
flowers come in a good range of colours, from almost
white through salmon pink and reddish pink,
egg-yolk yellow, reddish orange and even
carmine. If you are lucky you can find ones
with orange inner petals and white or even
green outer petals. Some even have
yellowish-purple flowers. Doubtless if you
do a quick search on the Internet you can
find plenty of pictures showing all this.
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Papini’s names. For example, on the previous page
there are two plants of Aylostera colorea that have
quite different bodies, despite their flowers being
similar. In each case below I give the names with which
I acquired the plant, brought into line with Mosti and
Papini’s naming, but it can be quite difficult in some
cases to determine the correct name for a plant.
Whatever they are called, let us admire them for what
they are.

However, what I want to draw your attention
to today is their bodies and spination. The
best time to admire these aspects of these
plants is late winter (I am writing this in
February), when first, the plants are less
plumped up, showing the spines off to their
best, and second lack of water also
accentuates the body colours.
I hope you look at the pictures carefully, and
if you take away just one idea from this
article, it is this: there is a tremendous
variation in these plants and, whatever you
think about naming, you will agree that it is
worth having several of them in your
collection. Indeed, I would point out that the
variation goes further than just Mosti and

Aylostera crassa RH541/2 and RH1076a
Aylostera crassa is quite uncommon in
cultivation. Aylostera crassa RH541/2 (shown
above) is perhaps typical of plants seen,
although some forms have slightly shorter
and tidier spination. The areoles stand out,
being a little more elongated on this species.
Aylostera crassa RH1076a (shown left) is
unusual in having orange spination.

Not just for flowers continued
The remainder of this article consists of
plants from my collection, in alphabetical
order, with a few remarks about each one.
Many plants, however, have a distinctive
‘jizz’, as birdwatchers would say, that can
be hard to capture in words. This is just a
selection, and there are many other
worthwhile forms and species.
Even if you choose to skip my words, I
hope the pictures will draw you to the
wonderful variety shown by these small
plants – even without the flowers!
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For those of you who want to know more
about them and related plants, have a look
at Paul Doyle's website which illustrates
plants from the National Collection he
maintains.
John Pilbeam’s book ‘Rebutia’ in the
Cactus File Handbook series is also an
excellent reference source.
Not just for flowers continues on the
following pages.
Photos: Ralph Martin

Aylostera diersiana BLMT125.04

Aylostera diersiana is a very distinctive plant,
sometimes seen under the name Rebutia
pygmaea var. rutiliflora, its key characteristics
being yellow flowers, and obvious white and
orange areoles with short pectinate white
spines. Shown on the left is Aylostera
diersiana BLMT125.04.

Aylostera diersiana var. atrovirens WR633
When Mosti and Papini raised most
varieties and forms of Rebutia pygmaea to
species of Aylostera, Aylostera diersiana var.
atrovirens was only deemed to merit the
status of a variety. (Note that Aylostera
atrovirens is a different plant altogether, with
wide green bodies and red flowers). Shown
below is Aylostera diersiana var. atrovirens
WR633.

Not just for flowers continued
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Aylostera eos WR333
Plants labelled Aylostera eos in
cultivation are often wrongly
named, the true plant having
pink flowers and long dark
spination.
The plant shown here seems
not too far from that, but may
be several generations from the
original Aylostera eos WR333.

Aylostera
friedrichiana RRM62
Aylostera friedrichiana
is another distinctive
plant, usually with
quite stout bodies,
and large, somewhat
cup shaped fiery
orange red flowers.
Most forms have
rather adpressed
spines, although this
one is a little untidier.
Shown is Aylostera
friedrichiana RRM62.

Not just for flowers continued
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Aylostera haagei RH568
Plants in my collection labelled
Aylostera haagei are very variable
indeed, and many people seem to have
used the name ‘haagei’ in a cavalier way
as an alternative to ‘pygmaea’.
Aylostera haagei RH568 shown on the
right is probably Aylostera haagei var.
elegantula.

Aylostera haagei RH589
Aylostera haagei RH589 shown on
the left is perhaps Aylostera haagei
var. haagei.

Aylostera haagei var. mudanensis
MN157
Also shown on the right is
Aylostera haagei var. mudanensis
MN157, this variety being the
largest of all ‘Rebutia pygmaea’
forms with bodies easily reaching
3cm across.

Not just for flowers continued
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Aylostera iscayachensis FR1120
Aylostera iscayachensis, here FR1120,
has reddish flowers, and again it seems
difficult to find the real item.

Aylostera minor WR630
Aylostera minor seems very close
to Aylostera diersiana var.
atrovirens, and Rausch considered
it to be a variety of Aylostera
diersiana; indeed the field number
of Aylostera minor WR630 also
suggests that it does not grow too
far from Aylostera diersiana var.
atrovirens WR633. As its name
suggests, it has very small bodies.

Aylostera pelziana R733a
Aylostera pelziana WR733a has shortish
bodies, and rather tidy spination, with
flowers of a clear pink.

Not just for flowers continued
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Aylostera pygmaea
WR335
Aylostera pygmaea
WR335: once you
take away all the
other Mosti and
Papini species, this
might just be what
you are left with as
the ‘real’ Aylostera
pygmaea.

Aylostera pygmaea
var. paznaensis
RH155
Aylostera pygmaea
var. paznaensis
seems to just be a
horticultural name,
not mentioned at all
by Mosti and Papini;
the plant shown
here, Aylostera
pygmaea var.
paznaensis RH155
has quite tidy
spines.

Not just for flowers continued
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Aylostera torquata RH324/1
Aylostera torquata is perhaps
one of the most distinctive
plants of all, with very short
spines in tight columns,
tending to twist; it’s also much
admired for its yellowishpurplish flowers. This is
Aylostera torquata RH324/1.

Aylostera
violaceostaminata
WR742

Yet another plant
with a striking
appearance, the
areoles almost
appearing to glow,
is Aylostera
violaceostaminata,
here WR742.

A celebration of cacti and succulents
A series by Jörg Ettelt

Some spring flowers
‘My relationship to plants becomes closer and closer. They make me quiet;
I like to be in their company.’ Peter Zumthor
Springtime. Many plants are flowering; how early depends on the species as well as the conditions.
Often first buds can be seen in January and in sunny winters first flowers may open at the end of
January or in February. In March and April most of the plants shown here were in full flower.
Acanthocalycium
I have never understood this genus. For
me one part belongs to Lobivia and the
other part might be Acanthocalycium.
And this is because of the buds.
Acanthocalycium means spiny calyx. But
not all species have such a spiny calyx!
A big group of members have woolly
calyxes like Lobivia! What all plants have
in common is that they become more
beautiful with age, and the number of
flowers increases too.
Acanthocalycium spec. JB293 is a
‘typical’ Acanthocalycium as you can
see in Fig. 1; there are some buds in the
middle of the photo on the right hand
side. This species is similar to the other
typical representatives such as
A. klimpelianum, A. spiniflorum or the
rose to purple blooming A. violaceum.
The plants have very hard and perfect
stabbing spines and produce typical
white flowers with a diameter of 5cm or
more when the flower is open.
The other representatives of this genus
are Acanthocalycium aurantiacum
(Fig. 2), A. glaucum or A. thionanthum
(Fig. 3) with fantastic flower colours.
Some species have flowers which
appear almost double. The size is
comparable or bigger, the colours
variable and amazing. For me those
plants belong in any collection and, in
full bloom, they are the queens of it. To
ensure rich flowering the plants need
plenty of water and fertiliser over the half
year they are growing. They do not grow
too quickly, but they can reach a size of
up to about 12 to 15cm in diameter after
which they start to elongate.

Fig. 1
Acanthocalycium spec. JB293
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Some spring flowers continued
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Fig. 2
Acanthocalycium aurantiacum

Acanthocalycium thionanthum
Fig. 3

Some spring flowers continued
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Pelecyphora
This genus is a nightmare. It
seems as if there has been a
change in this genus every ten
years. In 1843 the genus was
mentioned for the first time by
Ehrenberg. This was the
starting point of a controversial
discussion, from “It’s a good
genus” to “All plants belong in
other genera!”. And such
points of view were regularly
overturned, there being times
when on the one hand the
genus was rejected and on the
other the genus was vigorously
expanded to include other
species. Names like
Schumann, Boke, Hooker fil.,
Britton & Rose, Krainz,
Buxbaum, Backeberg and so
on were involved. In 1998 the
Czech Halda assigned it as a
subgenus to Ariocarpus!
Whatever your position on the
genus, the plants in question
are Pelecyphora aselliformis
(Fig. 4) and P. strobiliformis.
Both are unique species, small
bodies with pink flowers 1–2cm
in diameter. P. aselliformis has
typical areoles with comb-like
fine spines reminiscent of a woodlouse.
The body of P. strobiliformis looks like a
small pine cone, which is what its name
suggests. Further species have been
included depending on the point of view.
One of the cacti which belonged for a long
time to this genus was Turbinicarpus
valdezianus (Fig. 5). And here you can see
the difficulty of species delimitation. The
dense white spines of this nice and very
small species appear very typical of
Pelecyphora. The flowers on the plants in
my collection are always the first in the
year, the buds are visible in January if not
even the end of December. And with it we
manage the jump to the next genus:

Turbinicarpus
Although this genus was introduced
relatively late for two or three species that
had been known for a long time and whose
assignment was a similar odyssey, it
became an absolute must for cactus
lovers. However, this was also due to the
fact that a number of new species were
found within a few decades. One of those
was the pink flowering Turbinicarpus

Fig. 4
Pelecyphora aselliformis
Turbinicarpus valdezianus
Fig. 5
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Fig. 6

alonsoi (Fig. 6), which was so special that
the demand for plants was almost criminal.
Previously known plants such as
T. andersonii (Fig. 7) flowered white. There
is a yellow flowered species and later a
small form of it was found, Turbinicarpus
krainzianus var. minimus (Fig. 8).

result that another genus, which was
repeatedly the plaything of taxonomic
rearrangements, was drawn into
Turbinicarpus. I am talking about
Gymnocactus. So another group with, from
my point of view, different characteristics
now belongs to Turbinicarpus.

The fact that a group arouses a great deal
of interest among collectors also leads
both lay people and experts to take a
closer look. This happened here with the

With Turbinicarpus horripilus var.
wrobelianus (Fig. 9) we have a typical
representative of this part of the genus.
This plant is as small as the most ‘old’

Turbinicarpus
alonsoi

Some spring flowers continued
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Turbinicarpus
krainzianus
var. minimus

Turbinicarpus andersonii
Fig. 7

Fig. 9
Turbinicarpus horripilus var. wrobelianus

Fig. 8

Some spring flowers continued
Turbinicarpus, but it is a small form of the
former Gymnocactus horripilus. Most
representatives of this old genus get
bigger, growing up to 8cm in diameter,
whereas the most typical Turbinicarpus are
not bigger than 5cm in diameter.
But all of them are flowering (with a few
exceptions) in early spring and their cultural
needs are the same.

Pierrebraunia
Pierre Braun is a long-term
friend of mine and for some
years he was my boss!
Unlike me he was focused
on Brazilian cacti all his life
and he was able to acquire
a perfect knowledge of
these plants. And because
he travelled many times to
more or less all the
destinations in this big
country where cacti can
survive he was able to get
an overview of the plants
and find completely new
species.
One of his no doubt most
important discoveries is the
new genus Pierrebraunia,
which was named after him.
There are two species
belonging to it and, more
fantastic, both species are
not as difficult in culture as
most other Brazilian cacti.
They occur at a height
where the temperatures can
go down to near zero,
which is unusual for most
habitats of Brazilian cacti.
So, for example,
Pierrebraunia bahiensis can
be cultivated together with
most cacti under normal
conditions. Minimum
temperatures down to 6°C
are possible, with the plants
kept dry in winter and
normal watering in the
summer.
This species will also flower
as young plants – my first
plant started to flower when
the body was not more than
12cm high. I was really
surprised, but Pierre
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confirmed that this was possible. And
more, the large number of flowers was
another surprise.
From all points of view I have to
recommend this plant. Of course you have
to search for it, it’s not too often on offer,
but I hope that will be changed soon. n
Photos: Jörg Ettelt

Pierrebraunia
bahiensis
Fig. 10
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Kirstenbosch
By Richard Torr
A tourist in South Africa Part 1

Fig. 1
A general view of the Conservatory with Adansonia digitata

I

n October/November 2019 my wife, Carolyn, and I
spent almost a month in South Africa visiting our
friends of over 50 years, Ian and Val Bratt. I first met
Ian at school in Macclesfield in the late 60s. We both
moved on to university in Cambridge, where he met
Val, before they emigrated to South Africa in the early
80s to pursue Ian’s career. Although we have kept in
touch over the years, and met up on their frequent
visits to the UK, this was our first visit to South Africa.
Now we were all retired this seemed like an excellent
time to make our trip.
As first time visitors we were keen to experience the
sights and sounds of South Africa, and to see some
plants, as well as catch up with our friends. We were
not aiming to go plant hunting in the wild, but did
intend to visit several botanical gardens to see plants
in ‘captivity’, or at least ‘semi-captivity’ in the wilder,
unmanaged areas of the gardens.
Ian proved to be an excellent travel agent, tour guide
and chauffeur, arranging all our travel and
accommodation while we were in South Africa, and
accompanying us on our tours around South Africa. We
were based at Ian and Val’s home in Johannesburg, but
spent time in the Kruger National park, the
Drakensberg, and five days in and around Cape Town.
Before we left the UK I had been given contact details
for Adam Harrower, Senior Botanical Horticulturalist at
Kirstenbosch Botanical Garden. Adam is responsible
for the succulents in the Conservatory and the Reserve
Collection, and he readily agreed to meet us and show
us around the collection while we were in the area.

Fig. 2
Bonsai Acer buergerianum in the courtyard
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Fig. 3
Some of the reserve collection
Some more plants in the reserve collection
Fig. 4
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Fig. 5
Reserve collection reception area

While we were in Cape Town, we did many of the
‘touristy’ things: enjoyed several wine tastings,
experienced the fynbos and rugged beauty of Cape
Point Nature Reserve, walked among the African
penguins at Boulders Beach, joined the hordes in the
cable cars up to Table Mountain and, a highlight of the
trip for me, visited Kirstenbosch Botanical Garden.

died of pneumonia in 1916 and his grave can be seen
in the garden. By then, however, the principles and
ethos of the garden had been firmly established and
Kirstenbosch has been administered by national bodies
ever since, becoming one of most highly regarded
gardens in the world. Harold Pearson’s epitaph ‘if ye
seek his monument, look around you’ is very apt.

So, at 9.00am on the last day of October 2019, we
As you enter Kirstenbosch through Gate 1, you
arrived at Gate 1 of Kirstenbosch Botanical Garden
immediately enter a large paved courtyard with the
situated on the eastern slopes of Table Mountain in
Conservatory directly in front of you. Behind the
Newlands, Cape Town. Kirstenbosch is one of ten
Conservatory are several research greenhouses, one of
National Botanical
which houses the
Gardens administered
reserve succulent
by the South African
collection. The
The garden is home to over 7,000
National Biodiversity
courtyard has the
indigenous
South
African
plant
species,
Institute (SANBI). The
usual gift shops, café,
but only 36 hectares, just under 7%, of
garden is an easy drive
toilets and ticket office
of about 30 minutes
and, sited around the
the land is cultivated garden...
from the centre of
courtyard, a number of
Cape Town.
fine ‘large’ bonsai
exhibits (Fig. 2). These
Kirstenbosch has been developed on over 520
have been here since the local bonsai group argued
hectares of land left to the South African nation by
that bonsai needed a more visible presence in the
Cecil Rhodes, a memorial to whom can be seen high
Western Cape.
on the slopes of Devil’s Peak above Cape Town. The
garden is home to over 7,000 indigenous South African
The Conservatory, built in the late 90s, consists of a
plant species, but only 36 hectares, just under 7%, of
large central main area, with four attached corner
the land is cultivated garden, the remainder being
houses. The central area features a number of beds
essentially wild. Transformation of the wilderness to
covering the main ecological niches/biomes of South
garden began in 1913 under the guidance of Harold
Africa, each bed representing a different area including
Pearson, a British-born South African botanist and the
the Eastern Cape, Little Karoo, Knersvlakte,
first director of Kirstenbosch, who had campaigned
Richtersveld/Namaqualand and Bushveld/Nama Karoo.
long and hard to establish a botanical garden for the
The beds allow for different watering regimes for each
Cape Peninsula region. Unfortunately, Harold Pearson
biome, with the Conservatory providing protection from

A tourist in South Africa Part 1 – Kirstenbosch continued
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Fig. 6
A fine Haworthia truncata

Gasteria batesiana in good colour
Fig. 7
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Fig. 8
Mesembs growing in pans

the rain throughout the year. A general view of the
main area within the Conservatory (Fig. 1) gives an idea
of the diversity of plants grown here with the protection
of the Conservatory allowing the Baobab, Adansonia
digitata, to take a central position.

Anyway, that is enough on the Conservatory and its
plants, other than to say there are some fantastic
specimens being grown here and it’s well worth a visit
any time you are in South Africa. But now we are here
to see the reserve collection.

Fig. 9
A selection of the many conophytums
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Fig. 10
A view across the Lithops

Adam met us in the courtyard and took us through the
Conservatory to the reserve collection (Figs. 3 and 4).
He took over responsibility for the collection from Ernst
Van Jaarsfeld, when he left to start a new venture at
Babylonstoren, and had been in position for about
three years when we met. Many of Ernst’s original
plants from his studies are still housed there.
On entering the greenhouse, the first area you come to
is a reception area for newly collected plants coming
into the collection (Fig. 5). Here plants are given the
once over, potted up and kept separate before joining
the main body of the collection. Labelling with as much
accurate detail as possible is very important to
maintain the integrity of the individual plants and the
collection.
Plants arriving at Kirstenbosch are collected under
licence from around southern Africa. However, plants

can also come in from other, less controlled sources,
e.g. donations from individuals and private collections,
and labelling can be less reliable. Also, there are
several helpers in the greenhouse and Adam says they
can be a bit over enthusiastic when repotting and
taking cuttings, often forgetting to label things! In some
parts of the collection Adam says “ignore the labels”;
as of October 2019, he still had a lot of work to do!
The collection could not run without these helpers and
their efforts are very much appreciated.
The reserve collection is roughly divided into sections,
and Aloe, Gasteria, Euphorbia, Crassula, Haworthia,
Lithops, Conophytum and many, many more genera
can all be seen around the greenhouse. It’s difficult to
mention just a few of the fine plants that can be found
here, so I have settled on a some ‘old favourites’, for
example: Haworthia truncata (Fig. 6), Haworthia

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Argyroderma delaetii

Argyroderma pearsonii

A tourist in South Africa Part 1 – Kirstenbosch continued

Fig. 13
Some of the illegally collected Conophytum calculus

rawlinsonii, Gasteria batesiana (Fig. 7), Gasteria
croucheri, Gasteria bicolor var. bicolor, Euphorbia
obesa, Crassula ovata, Crassula lactea, Senecio
rowleyanus, Kalanchoe thyrsiflora and Cotyledon
tomentosa. All were in good health and showing
good colouration. Just too many to see in the short
time we were there.

or pans (Fig. 8), typically 10–12cm deep, but of
variable size up to about 50x30cm. As expected,
conophytums (Fig. 9) and Lithops (Fig. 10) formed a
large part of the reserve collection with some superb
clumps on display. Argyroderma delaetii (Fig. 11) and
Argyroderma pearsonii (Fig. 12), named for Harold
Pearson, caught the eye.

Although most plants were grown in individual pots,
the majority of the mesembs were growing in seedtrays

Interestingly, we were there at the time when two South
Koreans had been caught trying to smuggle many

Fig. 14
The bed of seed-raised
Welwitschia mirabilis
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thousands of illegally collected plants from the
Knersvlakte and the Richtersveld out of South Africa.
Kirstenbosch had been given the task of looking after
the plants and Adam’s team had planted up about half
of them, which were laid out in a corner of the
greenhouse (Fig.13). It was sad to see so many choice
plants dug up from habitat; many were fine old multiheaded conophytums, e.g. Conophytum calculus, the
ages of which could only be guessed at. Adam was
due to meet with the authorities later that morning to
determine the fate of these plants and was concerned
that he would have to destroy all the plants that had
been recovered, but I understand from later news
articles that he was allowed to retain the plants for
propagation with a view to being able to return
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something to habitat. It was reported in the South
African Times (Feb 2020) that the two South Koreans
were fined R2.5M (c.£130,000 at the time we were in
SA) each and given six year suspended jail sentences.
Is that sufficient deterrent to prevent further poaching?
Back in the Conservatory, we explored the four corner
houses, one of which contained a bed of Welwitschia
mirabilis grown from seed planted in 2010 by Ernst Van
Jaarsfeld. Welwitschia, with its long taproot, will not
transplant, so to ensure a decent number of plants
would grow in the bed copious seed was sown in situ;
however, germination was much better than expected
and there is now a good crop of Welwitschia growing
happily in the bed (Fig. 14). Also, in here was a
beautiful specimen of Hoodia gordonii (Fig. 15).
On leaving the
greenhouses and
Conservatory, we spent a
couple of hours
wandering round the
beautiful gardens of
Kirstenbosch. We were
particularly impressed by
The Boomslang, a new
tree canopy walkway,
opened in 2014. The
Boomslang is a large,
venomous snake found in
Africa, and the name
means ‘tree snake’ in
Dutch and Afrikaans. The
design was inspired by its
skeleton, and it is easy to
see how this has been
realised in the structure.
This walkway snakes
through the treetops for
130m, about 12m off the
ground, and affords great
views of the rest of the
gardens and surrounding
countryside.
After a picnic lunch sitting
in the sun amongst the
agapanthus and proteas,
we headed off for another
wine tasting…….

Fig. 15
A lovely specimen of Hoodia gordonii

Many thanks to Adam
Harrower for his expertise
and hospitality during our
visit, to Tony Roberts for
letting me have Adam’s
contact details, and to Ian
and Val Bratt for their
hospitality and good
company throughout our
time in South Africa. n
Photos: Richard Torr
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British Cactus & Succulent Society

ZONE6

CONVENTION

Sunday 5 September
Three presentations by leading speakers,

BCSS Zone 14 presents

Cacti at the Castle
In conjuction with

Lullingstone Mexican Weekend
25 & 26 September 2021 • 11am-5pm
Plant sales

Auction (From 1.00pm)

Trade and private sellers

Bring your lots to the
auction stand between
11.00am to 12.30pm.
Fee £1 per item (+10%
seller commission).
Cacti/succulents/books
– anything related to the
hobby.

plus plant sales and a light lunch.
Tickets will be sold online nearer to the
convention date.
Further details will be available as
soon as possible.

Entry

See BCSS Forum News and Events

Adults £10
Under 16s FREE
BCSS Members £5
Hamilton Centre
Brunel University London
Uxbridge, UB8 3PH

Lullingstone Castle
Eynsford, Kent
DA4 0JA

Enquiries Dave J Appleton
Email davejappleton@hotmail.com

Woodside Cacti
Quality plants at affordable prices.

Seedling cacti
grown in West Sussex
All our plants are UK grown.

Cacti and succulents grown in our nursery.
Our main love is succulents – particularly
Echeverias and Haworthias – propagated
from our own collection.

We do not buy in plants to
sell on.
A wide variety – from collectors’
cacti to plants suitable for
beginners.

Visit out website

www.cvcacti.co.uk

www.woodsidecacti.co.uk

